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Technology cycles

Additional knowledge for experts

µPrecision

Realise complexe machining easily!

Broaden your programming skills!

We show you how to improve your results!

+ We coach the options you purchased

+	Programming of smaller components
directly on the machine to save even
more time

Take advantage of your machine‘s
+	
full accuracy potential

+	Training on the machine at an
Academy location
+	Possible contents:
multitool, interpolation turning,
fit in, immersion into the B-axis,
L-shaped measuring probes,
gear-cutting

Duration: 1 - 4.5 days (on request)

+	In addition to your qualifications in
Shopmill or DIN/ISO according to your
previous experience

+ Meet required dimensional tolerances
+	
Theory and practice with consideration
of the periphery and thermal effects

+	Achieve maximum results through
flexibility

+ Understanding machine kinematics

Duration: 2
 days

Duration: 3 days
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Training Plus

Web Training

Intensive course for operators

Individual training for your company!

Online CNC training!

Now with even more practice!

+	Full exploitation of your DMG MORI
machine‘s potential

+	Answering questions that arise during
practical application

Concise familisation with available
+	
machine

+ Optimisation of programme sequences

+	Live demonstration of programme
steps - as in the classroom

+ Operating all options

+	Increasing your employees‘
technological know-how
+ No travel time or travel expenses
+	Including analysis, training concept
and individual qualification
Duration: 1 day

Direct communication with a qualified trainer
+	

+	
Tips and tricks for handling
DECKEL MAHO milling machines

+	Convenient participation at the workplace
via the internet or by phone
+ No travel time or expenses
Duration: 3
 0 - 180 minutes per session
(by agreement)

Duration: 3 days

DMG MORI ACADEMY

Your contact persons
Andreas Ortmeyer:
Tel.: +49 5205 / 74 2503
training.drehen@dmgmori.com

Kathrin Straub:
Tel.: + 49 8363 / 89 6032
training.fraesen@dmgmori.com

NOTES ON PRIVACY POLICY
You receive this training offer, because we, DMG MORI AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, Gildemeisterstr. 60, D-33689 Bielefeld; DMG MORI Global Marketing GmbH, Antoniusstr. 14, D-73249 Wernau, and the DMG MORI Academy GmbH,
Gildemeisterstr. 60, D-33689 Bielefeld, administrate you as customer or you actively express interest in our products and services and want to inform you about our current events in the DMG MORI Group. We process the following personal
information for direct advertising purposes: salutation, title, first and last name, business address including the name of your employer, business contact information (such as e-mail address, telephone, fax number, mobile number, position
in the company). The legal basis for processing is Art. 6 Sect. 1 lit f of the GDPR. There is no contractual or legal obligation to provide the data.
You have the right to object at any time, free of charge and free of any disadvantages, to the processing of personal data concerning you for the purposes of such advertising; this also applies to profiling insofar as it is associated with such
direct advertising. Please use the links below or send a message to disagree@dmgmori.com. With your objection your personal data will no longer be used for newsletter dispatch or all advertising activities and – subject to permissible
processing for other purposes – will be deleted immediately.
Finally, at www.dataprotection.dmgmori.com you can obtain comprehensive information about your further rights and all details relating to data processing. If you have any questions, please contact the DMG MORI Data Protection Officer
at responsibility@dmgmori.com.
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